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While President Abigail Clarke attends a summit in Paris, an unknown enemy makes a brazen attempt on her
life, inflicting horrific losses on her protection detail. Plunged into a battle beyond anything they could have
trained for, Secret Service Agents Rebecca Reid and David Stone must find a way to keep the president
alive. The attackers have vast resources and would sacrifice everything for a devastating blow against
America. The agents must be willing to do no less.

"Exhilarating...Devore is a superb writer who has clearly done his research into the inner workings of the
Secret Service." -BlueInk Review (Starred Review)

"Nearly impossible to put down. Thriller fans will find themselves on the edge of their seats as they
experience Paris at breakneck speed...Most impressive are Devore's female characters, especially Special
Agent Rebecca Reid." -ForeWord Clarion Review (5 Stars)

"Riveting...a modern day, action-packed thriller...fully engages readers with the sights and sounds of
Paris...kudos to Devore for giving readers strong female characters in both the President and agent Rebecca
Reid...keeps readers on high alert until the very end." -Pacific Book Review (5 Stars)

"Explosive thrills...Devore masterfully builds and maintains suspense...plunges readers into the tense and
tactical world of Secret Service agents pushed to their limits." -Kirkus Reviews

"Devore has done his homework...a believable, action-packed roller coaster...readers just may lose
fingernails over this one." -San Francisco Book Review

"A gripping thriller...the ideal blend of action and story with plenty of well-researched details that keep the
reader glued to the page...The Paris Protection is one of those books where you don't know who will make it
out alive and how it's really going to end; a perfect example of the thriller genre." -Manhattan Book Review

"Heart-pounding...a stimulating, action-packed account of the lengths the US Secret Service takes to protect
the president...an outstanding piece of fiction." -Readers' Favorite (5 Stars)
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From reader reviews:

Melvin Wilhelm:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing for
us to find out everything in the world. Each guide has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that publication
has different type. Some people really feel enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. These are
reading whatever they have because their hobby is actually reading a book. Why not the person who don't
like reading through a book? Sometime, individual feel need book once they found difficult problem or
maybe exercise. Well, probably you will require this The Paris Protection.

Wendy Lambert:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time?
That's why, you can choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent all their spare
time to take a move, shopping, or went to the Mall. How about open as well as read a book entitled The Paris
Protection? Maybe it is being best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time with
your favorite's book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have some other
opinion?

Marc Dean:

Hey guys, do you wants to finds a new book you just read? May be the book with the subject The Paris
Protection suitable to you? Typically the book was written by well known writer in this era. The particular
book untitled The Paris Protectionis the main of several books in which everyone read now. That book was
inspired many people in the world. When you read this publication you will enter the new shape that you
ever know just before. The author explained their thought in the simple way, so all of people can easily to be
aware of the core of this guide. This book will give you a large amount of information about this world now.
So that you can see the represented of the world with this book.

Robert Victor:

Playing with family in a park, coming to see the coastal world or hanging out with pals is thing that usually
you will have done when you have spare time, and then why you don't try matter that really opposite from
that. One activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you are
ride on and with addition of knowledge. Even you love The Paris Protection, you are able to enjoy both. It is
great combination right, you still wish to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh occur its mind
hangout people. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its identified as reading friends.
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